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Exploding Lemoynes

Made using Studio 180 Design’s Rapid Fire®
Lemoyne Star tool

Created by Deb Tucker

Studio180Design.Net

BlockBusters 2017: #19

Difficulty:

All the instruction you need to make the units required for this block came 
with your Rapid Fire® Lemoyne Star tool. There’s a chart, step by step graphics, and 
directions. Use the chart to find the information you need for the finished size of the 
unit you want to make, follow it through to find what you need to cut to make those 
units. Then work your way through the instructions. 

This block is not what it would seem. When you make your Lemoyne Star A and 
B sections the fabric you choose for the star points and background will change the 
look of your block. You might want to do some coloring on the included line drawing 
before you cut your fabrics to find the positioning of your fabrics that you like the best. 

To make this block you will work your way through the Lemoyne star instructions 
with your chosen fabrics to step 14, where you sew your pairs of star points together. 
Once you sew your pairs together you will trim the Lemoyne star quadrants using the 
Tucker Trimmer® I to the size designated in the above chart. You will want to make 
sure that as you sew your block together you press your seams open to help reduce the 
bulk at the seam intersections. 

A

Unit Summary
Unit A

Unit 
# of units 
required

4” Block 6” Block 8” Block

A: Corner 
Beam

4 Strip sizes for a 4” 
finished block

Strip sizes for a 6” 
finished block

Strip sizes for a 8” 
finished block

Trim Size 2½” trim size 3½” trim size 4½” trim size

Cutting Chart
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I want to leave you with one final thought as we conclude What would happens when you take and make four 
of this block and sew them together? It creates an even more interesting block! Just think of all the fun that you can 
have with it! 


